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 Joint Stock Company "FLOWER-CARPET» Address: Botanical Garden, 15, Chisinau. Republic
of Moldova, MD-2062 tel.: (+373 22) 55-80-57 Fax: (+373 22) 52-20-00 E-mail:
mk@floare-carpet.rad http://www.floare-carpet.md Nicholas Rabbi Born on May 7th, 1955, in
Hartop village, Floresti district  Engineer, had graduated from Kishinau Polytechnic Institute
(1982). From 1997 - the general director of the «Floare-Carpet» JSC. Rewarded with «Gloria
Muncii» order. Was declared «Businessman of the Year» (1997,1998, 2000-2004). Being
established more than ten years ago (in 1993) as a joint-stock company, «Floare-Carpet» is
among priority enterprises of the republic.
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It specializes in production of jacquard double-face carpets from wool and pure wool, which are
known and appreciated all over the world for their quality and originality.  Staff of the enterprise
consists of qualified specialists being excellent masters of weaving art, who know how to
combine traditions with innovations and with the preferences of consumers. For the relatively
short period, «Floare-Carpet» products had won markets of Russia, Ukraine, Ro-mania, Poland,
Italy, Germany, USA, Australia, Japan, etc. Being produced mainly from natural raw materials
(wool, cotton, etc.), jacquard double-face carpets «Floare-Carpet» decorate homes of simple
citizens, as well as halls of governmental institutions and luxury palaces in many countries all
over the world. Diverse by the shape (rectangular, oval, square and octangular), dimensions
(souvenir small carpets, rolls, wall-to-wall carpets), design, colors  having additional elasticity
and being ecologically pure and resistant to wear, «Floare-Carpet» carpets are appreciated in
many countries all over the world. «Floare-Carpet» performance is based on new technologies.
It is equipped with efficient machinery and computerized lines adjusted to international
standards. In divisions of the enterprise having original models, the most complex and original
or-ders are performed, the most part of which is sold at the major industrial markets. For the last
time, the enterprise had produced 11 millions sq.m of carpets, 80% of which were exported
abroad. From 2001, the enterprise had implemented international system of quality
ISO-900I:2000. Correspondent certificate was approved by the TUV-CERT Company,
Thuringen. Year by year, «Floare-Carpet» carpets are rewarded with diplomas and prizes and
are appreciated by visitors of international exhibitions. The most relevant of which are:
exhibitions in Atlanta and Las-Vegas (USA), Izmir (Turkey), Paris (France), Naples (Italy),
Budapest (Hungary), Moscow (Russia) Kiev (Ukraine) etc. Every year,«Floare-Carpet» articles
are presented at the specialized exhibition in Hannover (Germany). In 2000, «Floare-Carpet»
JSC was rewarded with «International Gold Star for Quality» (Madrid); in 2001 - with
«International Platinum Star for Quality Award» (Geneva); in 2003 - with «International Quality
Crown Award» (London), as well as with other medals and diplomas.
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